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Abstract
With this paper, we hope to highlight the critical issues and “bad practices” that are cur-

rently observed in the representation of adverbs in the annotation framework of Universal De-
pendencies (where they are ideally identified with the universal part of speech ADV), which
themselves more generally mirror the conspicuous lack of systematic definitions of this word
class in traditional grammars. This fact, on the one side, hampers a useful and meaningful lin-
guistic description of adverbs in Universal Dependencies’ treebanks and beyond, and, on the
other side, has unfortunate consequences for linguistic research, such as too confused, impracti-
cal resultswhen, for example, querying a treebank for all ADV-taggedwords. Therefore, with the
aid of minimal data analysis and numerous examples, this contribution tries to raise awareness
about this issue, and proposes a revised, more typologically grounded and general framework
for the classification of adverbs in Universal Dependencies, andmore broadly advocates amore
flexible representation of the interplay between word classes and syntactic functions, through
the comprehensive concept of “transposition” or “transfer”. While grounded in the Universal
Dependencies formalism, the scope of the discussion of this paper is by no means limited to it,
andmight be of interest to any practitioner of (computationally-oriented) linguistic annotation.

1. Introduction

Despite the historical and consolidated use in (Western) linguistics of the notion
of “adverb” as a part of speech, reaching at least as far as grammatical studies in
Ancient Rome,1 surprisingly this word class still seems to lack a clear and systematic

1See e. g. Pinkster (1972, §4).
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general definition in literature. On the contrary, at a practical level it often appears as
a confusing concoction of different morphosyntactic elements. This might sometimes
even be pointed out in general works, as by Schachter and Shopen (2007, p. 19f):

“The label adverb is often applied to several different sets of words in a
language, sets that do not necessarily have as much in common with one
another, either notionally or grammatically.”

or also by Anderson et al. (2003) s. v.Adverb (Grammar) in the SIL Glossary of Linguistic
Terms (which is referred to by the Universal Dependencies’ guidelines):

“An adverb is a lexical category whose members have the same syntactic
distribution […].”

followed immediately later, contradictorily, by:
“The general class adverb is a mixture of very different kinds of words,
which cover a wide range of semantic concepts and whose syntactic dis-
tribution is disparate.”

On this note, even in the introduction to a comprehensive treatment of the more gen-
eral concept of adverbial construction such as van der Auwera and Ó Baoill (1998),
we find the following “statement of disengagement” (van der Auwera, 1998, §3):

“The notion of adverb or adverbial has not figured prominently in dis-
cussions of linguistic typology. This has at least three reasons. First, the
category itself is elusive: it is not clear what the defining or prototypical
features of adverbs and adverbials are […] [The book] does not attempt to
throw any new light on the definition of adverb and adverbial, but merely
presupposes a classical understanding of «adverb» as the word-level ad-
verbial expression, and of «adverbial» as a syntactically optional modifier
of primarily nonnominal constituents.”

And so it might well be the case that some works primarily dealing with adverbs do
not even define them explicitly, cf. Cinque (1999).

This situation is most evident in language-specific traditions, where, even though
this fact is often highlighted,2 all these heterogeneous elements are then still kept to-
gether, as if by a sort of rationalisation forwant of alternatives. Others still, apparently
mostly with respect to non-European languages, might eschew the topic completely.3
We claim that this state of disarray is reflected by current annotation practices in Uni-
versal Dependencies, too, where the problem becomes acute because of the desire for
a typologically valid formalism. We recall that Universal Dependencies

2As e. g. for German in Barz et al. (2009, §837): “Adverbs represent a heterogeneous and therefore dif-
ficultly definable word class” (translated from German by the author).

3For example, in the comprehensive presentation of Oceanic languages in Lynch et al. (2011), hardly
any of the 43 grammar sketches ventures into describing adverbs as a standalone category, which are only
shortly mentioned marginally to other “lexical morpheme classes” when portraying Proto-Oceanic (p. 63:
“There may also have been a small class of underived adverbs”).
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“is at the same time a framework for crosslinguistically consistent mor-
phosyntactic annotation, an open community effort to create morphosyn-
tactically annotated corpora formany languages” (deMarneffe et al., 2021,
§1)

and, at the time of writing, its latest release 4 v2.13 (November 2023) contains 259

treebanks for 148 languages and 31 language families.

In the following we propose, if not the ultimate definition of what an adverb is, at
least an overview of the problem and directions for an improved annotation of this
word class (or the corresponding syntactic function, as it will be discussed) in Uni-
versal Dependencies. Section 2 introduces the Universal Dependencies (henceforth
also UD) formalism for readers who might not be so familiar with it, as it is the main
setting of this paper. Section 3 describes the problem generally and more specifically
in UD; Section 4 brings the perspective of this work into focus; Section 5 puts forward
a gradient of increasingly “innovative” solutions by also, inevitably, going beyond
merely adverbs; Section 6 concludes the paper.

A note about data The reference for the cited data is the latest release of the UD
project, v2.13, published on November 15th, 2023 (Zeman et al., 2023). The languages
and treebanks thereof considered in this paper are, ordered by their number of syn-
tactic words:

– German HDT (Borges Völker et al., 2019; 3 455 580 words)
– Latin, all five treebanks, i. e.

– IT-TB (Cecchini et al., 2018; Passarotti, 2019; 450 517 words)
– LLCT (Cecchini et al., 2020a; 242 411 words)
– PROIEL (cf. Eckhoff et al., 2018; 205 566 words);
– UDante (Cecchini et al., 2020b; 55 519 words)
– Perseus (cf. Bamman and Crane, 2011, and also Gamba and Zeman, 2023;

29 221 words)
– English EWT (Silveira et al., 2014; 254 862 words)
– Bulgarian BTB (cf. Osenova and Simov, 2004; 156 149 words)
– Greek (modern) GDT (Prokopidis and Papageorgiou, 2017; 63 441 words)

A further set of five other languages, less or possibly not at all (marked with *) fa-
miliar to the author, is selected randomly with the aim of widening the typological
perspective, especially in §5:

– Armenian* (western) ArmTDP (Yavrumyan, 2019; 122 907 words)
– Faroese FarPaHC (40 484 words)
– Thai* PUD (cf. Zeman et al., 2017; 22 322 words)
– K’iche’* IU (Tyers and Henderson, 2021; 10 013 words)

4http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-5287.
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– Amharic* ATT (Seyoum et al., 2018; 10 010 words)
For all details, the respective documentation pages, reachable via the main UD web-
site,5 can be referred to. The selected treebanks all currently conform to the validation
standards6 of UD or are considered to be “legacy” with minor errors, mostly related to
recent amendments in the guidelines.7 When more than one treebank is present for a
language, the largest one is chosen. All examples in the text refer to the sentence iden-
tifiers (sent_id comment line) in the CoNLL-U files. For all tags of parts of speech
and dependency relations, the reference are the respective entries in the UD guide-
lines,8 which we sometimes cite in this paper. In the examples, the focused element
is highlighted in bold, while other elements of interest are underlined; forms are in
italics, while lemmas are in small capitals. All words are transcribed using recognised
standards.

All code and data used for this work (especially in §3.2, 4.4, and 4.4.2) are made avail-
able in a public GitHub repository,9 so as to make our results reproducible, and to
allow for updates with respect to future UD releases.

2. Overview of the Universal Dependencies formalism
Even if the issue discussed in this paper is of general linguistic interest, it is true

that some points (especially in §3.1, 3.2, and §4.4.2) and the concrete design of the
proposal of a new taxonomy (as in §5) are particularly rooted in the formalism of the
Universal Dependencies project. It is thus in order to give a short introduction to its
basic principles here, highlighting those that are of most interest to this work, and
to supply a brief explanation of some of the UD labels which are most relevant to the
present discussion. Apart from the documentation that can be found on the project’s
website, the main cited introductory papers are Nivre et al. (2020) and de Marneffe
et al. (2021). Moreover, in Table 1 we give a synopsis and a brief comment on UD la-
bels, focusing on those most mentioned and used throughout this article: there, the
acronym POS stands for “part of speech”, the abbreviation deprel for “(syntactic) de-
pendency relation”, while feature is short for “morpholexical feature”.

At its core, UD is
“a project that is developing cross-linguistically consistent treebank anno-
tation for many languages” (Nivre et al., 2020, §1)

5https://universaldependencies.org/
6http://quest.ms.mff.cuni.cz/udvalidator/cgi-bin/unidep/validation-report.pl
7https://universaldependencies.org/changes.html.
8https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html
9https://github.com/Stormur/OrderlyAdverbs
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With regard to syntax, it makes use of a dependency-based paradigmwith a lexicalist
approach, taking (syntactic) words as its base units (so words depend on each other,
and syntactic trees do not include nodes for phrases, collocations, or similar) and
giving content words primacy over function words. All of this can be exemplified by
the simple sentence

(1) And can anyone use military pressure without proof?
–English EWT weblog-blogspot.com_grandpasgripes_20060413051000_ENG_-
20060413_051000-0011

which is analysed as follows:

....And ..can ..anyone ..use ..military ..pressure ..without ..proof ..?.

punct

.

cc

.

aux

.
nsubj

.

root

.

obj

.
amod

.

obl

.
case

Here we observe that:
– the sentence is headed by the predicate, here realised by the verbal phrase can
use;

– in this English treebank, themodal verb form can is considered an auxiliary, and
so inside this phrase depends on use as aux (‘auxiliary’), making use the head
of the whole sentence, or root;

– the co-ordinating conjunction And introducing the sentence depends on the
predication, as cc (‘co-ordinating conjunction’);

– in the phrase military pressure, the modifier military depends on the modified
noun as amod (‘adjectival modifier’), and thus pressure is the head depending on
the predicate as obj (‘object’);

– in the phrase without proof, it is the preposition (function word) without that
depends on the noun (content word) proof as case (‘case marking’), and thus
proof depends on the predicate as head of this obl (‘oblique’) argument;10

– finally, we note that punctuation is assigned a purely formal “relation” punct,
attached so as not to create non-projective (i. e. discontinuous) configurations,
usually to the head of the phrase it appears the nearest, here the root use.

10The dichotomy between core (basically A, P and S in the terminology described e. g. by Haspelmath,
2011) and oblique arguments (all the others), as opposed for example to that between (obligatory) comple-
ments and (facultative) adjuncts, is another basic tenet of UD. We are not dealing with this complex topic
here, but point to Andrews (2007) as one of the main introductory works on the subject.
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Some of these annotation choices contrast with otherwidespread formalisms, such
as those found in the Prague Dependency Treebank11 Hajič (1998); Hajič et al. (2017,
2020), or those assumed in Osborne (2019), where e. g. adpositions and auxiliaries
head their respective phrases.

A complete annotation in UD considers, besides syntactic relations, also a lexi-
cosemantic layer with lemmatisation, a morphosyntactic layer with part-of-speech
tagging, and a morphological layer with the assignment of morpholexical traits in
feature-value pairs. So, in our sample sentence we will have e. g. the lemma and for
the form And (case-normalised), the part of speech ADP ‘adposition’ for without, a
morphological feature Number with value Sing (‘singular’) for proof 12 and a lexical
one PronType (‘pronominal type’13) with value Ind (‘indefinite’) for anyone.

UD’s system acts according to two important distinctions, defining two kinds of
“main axes” along which parts of speech (cf. Tables 1, 2 and paragraph below), but
also dependency relations, can be laid out. The first one is a “typology of phrasal
units” (de Marneffe et al., 2021, §2.1.2) identifying “nominals”, “clauses” and “mod-
ifiers”: so a nominal is an element which refers to an entity and is expected to appear
as the argument (subject, object, oblique…) of a predicate, and, in terms of parts of
speech, we can think of nouns (NOUN in UD) as the prototypical nominals, with the cor-
responding relations nsubj ‘nominal subject’, obj ‘object’, and so on; similarly verbs
(VERB) will be the prototypical roots of clauses, with relations such as csubj ‘clausal
subject’ and ccomp ‘clausal complement’, and adjectives (ADJ) the prototypical mod-
ifiers, depending as amod ‘adjectival modifier’. The second distinction regards gram-
maticalisation (de Marneffe et al., 2021, §2.2.1), which implies a cline between two
poles. On the one pole, we have autosemantic or content words,14 i. e.words with an
independent meaning. On the other pole, we find synsemantic, grammatical or func-
tion words, i. e. elements which do not have an independent meaning and often serve
as grammatical markers specifying the syntactic roles or grammatical categories of
other elements, and, if this is the case, in UD’s system they always depend on those
elements by means of special relations. Some word classes are easily recognised as
tending to one of the two poles: so (proper) nouns (NOUN and PROPN), full verbs (VERB)

11For the latest version, refer to Hajič et al. (2020).
12We note that it might be argued that English actually does not morphologically express a singular

number in nouns, as opposed to a marked plural, e. g. house-∅ vs. house-s, but this English treebank chooses
to annotate it, probably recognising a paradigmatic contrast.

13Actually extending also to other parts of speech than just PRON ‘pronoun’.
14Sometimes also “lexical words”, but wewill avoid this terminology in this sense, as it is too loadedwith

different meanings, and thus ambiguous; cf.Haspelmath (2024). Here, in particular, it overlaps with the
notion of lexical word as opposed to e. g. symbols or punctuation marks, or of lexical features as opposed
to morphological ones.
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Label Description Layer Grammaticalisation Comment
ADJ adjectives POS autosemantic The prototypical modifiers
ADP adpositions POS synsemantic Comprising prepositions, postposi-

tions and circumpositions
ADV adverbs POS underdefined The main topic of this paper

CCONJ co-ordinating conjunctions POS synsemantic Distinct from subordinating con-
junctions SCONJ

DET determiners POS synsemantic Synsemantic counterparts of adjec-
tives, often deictic

NUM numerals POS synsemantic In UD substantially coinciding with
“cardinal number”, and as such ef-
fectively a subclass of DET

PART particles POS synsemantic Residual function words; underde-
fined category

PRON pronouns POS synsemantic Synsemantic counterpart of nouns,
referring deictically to entities in-
stead of naming them

SCONJ subordinating conjunctions POS synsemantic Distinct from co-ordinating con-
junctions CCONJ

advcl adverbial clause modifier deprel autosemantic Clause acting as a non-core modi-
fier of the predicate; clause equiva-
lent of advmod

advmod adverbial modifier deprel underdefined Formally required for ADV; see §3.1
advmod:emph emphasising word deprel synsemantic Subtype of advmod used by some

treebanks; see §5.1.2
aux auxiliary deprel synsemantic Required for grammatical verbal el-

ements in periphrastic verbal pred-
icates

case case marking deprel synsemantic Required by adpositions associated
to nominals, which are equated to
morphological case markers

cc co-ordinating conjunction deprel synsemantic Required by co-ordinating conjunc-
tions

det determiner deprel synsemantic Required by modifying determin-
ers

discourse discourse element deprel underdefined Relation of pragmatic nature
mark marker deprel synsemantic Required by subordinating con-

junctions and adpositions intro-
ducing an argument clause

obl oblique nominal deprel autosemantic Any argument of the predicate
which is not the subject or an object

PronType=Dem demonstrative pronominal type feature lexical Element with deictic function,
e. g. that, this

PronType=Int interrogative pronominal type feature lexical Element appearing in questions,
e. g.what, who

PronType=Rel relative pronominal type feature lexical Element with anaphoric function
appearing in so-called relative
clauses, e. g.which, whose

VerbForm form of verb or deverbative feature morphological “External”, non-verbal syntactic
role of a verb form still acting as a
predicate

Table 1. Synopsis and brief explanation of the main UD labels used throughout this paper.
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and adjectives (ADJ) are instances of content words; conversely, auxiliaries (AUX), ad-
positions (ADP), conjunctions (CCONJ and SCONJ) and generic particles (PART) supply
examples of prototypical function words. While this distinction is clear in much of
the literature about UD, as in de Marneffe et al. (2021) in primis, there remain some
word classes whose status of grammaticalisation is more controversial: determiners
(DET), numerals (NUM), and pronouns (PRON). In the framework of this work, with
good reasons but possibly against the general consensus (especially for what con-
cerns pronouns, or pro-forms in general), we consider all these three classes to have
a synsemantic nature, as discussed in the following paragraph. This is especially re-
flected in Tables 1 and 2, and in Section 3.2.

Grammaticalisation status of DET, NUM and PRON in UD and in this paper The main
issue with the three UD word classes DET, NUM and PRON is that they can occur (though
at different degrees across languages) in the same contexts as NOUNs, i. e. as heads of
arguments of the predicate. While this might favour the identification of their mem-
bers as autosemantic, there are indeed some fundamental reasons to do otherwise.
One is internal to UD’s system as defined in the guidelines: DET and NUM have ded-
icated dependency relations, respectively det and nummod. The former is classified
under “Function Words”;15 for NUM it is said:

“A numeral is aword, functioningmost typically as a determiner, adjective
or pronoun […] Note that cardinal numerals are covered by NUM whether
they are used as determiners or not […] Other words functioning as de-
terminers (including quantifiers such as many and few) are tagged DET.”

This goes to show how both DET and NUM are understood as synsemantic word classes
in UD’s system, and moreover NUM as a subclass of DET. However, a different treatment
seems to be in place for the class PRON, judging e. g. from de Marneffe et al. (2021,
§2.2.1):

“We expect the words that enter into the main syntactic relations to be
autosemantic […] typically verbs, nouns, adjectives, or adverbs, as well
as corresponding pro-forms with a contextually determined referential
meaning.”

But this is at odds with the classification of determiners and numerals as synseman-
tic: in fact, we argue that their being “contextually determined” is an aspect of synse-
manticity, which is common to determiners and pronouns (and pro-forms in gen-
eral): literally, not possessing an independent meaning, be this from a syntactic (ADP,
AUX, CCONJ, SCONJ, PART) or a semantic (DET, NUM, PRON) point of view. In this paper,
we will use this broader, at least with respect to de Marneffe et al. (2021), notion of

15https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/index.html
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synsemanticity. We notice that this stance is apparently supported by passages of UD’s
guidelines such as (about PRONs):

“[i]t is not always crystal clearwhere pronouns end anddeterminers start.”
Moreover, words of the PRON class can depend on others with the synsemantic rela-
tion det. In fact, we do expect word classes of the same type of “phrasal unit” to have
very similar if not identical distributions, as it happens for ADJs and DETs (usually
conflated by traditional grammars).16. In any case, we contend that the main point of
the present work is not affected by sharing or not this position: the mixed nature of
the ADV class will be made clear in Section 3.2.

If, then, DET, NUM and PRON are acknowledged as having a synsemantic nature, with
regard to parts of speech the two main axes of type of phrasal unit and grammatical-
isation concur to define three main “dyads” in UD’s system: NOUN vs. PRON for nomi-
nals, VERB vs. AUX for clauses, and ADJ vs. DET for modifiers. Temporarily disregarding
ADV, the other 10 labels in UD’s part-of-speech system represent either subcategories
of the main ones (PROPN ‘proper nouns’ with respect to NOUN, and NUM ‘numerals’
with respect to DET), purely grammatical elements belonging to no particular type
of phrasal unit (ADP ‘adpositions’, CCONJ ‘co-ordinating conjunctions’, SCONJ subor-
dinating conjunctions, PART ‘particles’), non-categorisable elements (INTJ ‘interjec-
tions’ and X ‘other’), and non-lexical elements (PUNCT ‘punctuation marks’ and SYM
‘symbols’). In the rest of this work, we argue that the position of the category ADV
‘adverbs’ and the relation advmod ‘adverbial modifier’ inside UD’s schema is under-
defined with respect to many layers, in a way that undermines the soundness of the
whole system, so that some reorganisation needs to take place.

3. The “adverb” issue: from the beginnings to Universal Dependencies

The notion of “adverb”, though being a staple of part-of-speech tagsets,17 remains
problematic when it comes to pinning down a precise and useful definition of it, par-
ticularly in view of (automated) linguistic annotation. Also, the problem encom-
passes and interweaves at the same time the definitions of parts of speech and de-
pendency relations, as will be examined in Section 4. All of this makes it difficult
to even find truly comprehensive examinations of this word class in literature. We
do find some, like Ramat and Ricca (1994), whose endeavour is partly shared by the
present work, and where the definition of “prototypical adverb” closely resembles
our class of “core” adverbs (§4.3): but even in this case, we claim that the levels of
form and function are (possibly due to a lack of an annotation formalism of reference,

16We further notice that other sources describing UD’s system, such as Zeman (2018, §3.4, Table 3.15), are
also very explicit as to the synsemantic position of PRONs as opposed to NOUNs.

17We refer to Zeman (2018, §3) for an overview, where a tag for “adverb” always appears, starting from
RB in the Penn Treebank’s tagset (Marcus et al., 1993, §2.2).
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as here UD) ultimately mixed as in the kind of contextual annotation that we criticise
(cf. §4.1), in a sense projecting syntactic function back to the word class of any (lexi-
cal) element realising it. This is the only way we see how, e. g. in Latin, merito ‘having
deserved (it)’, i. e. ‘with merit’ can be considered an adverb, while in “maximo mer-
ito ‘with the highest merit’ there is no adverbial lexeme!” (Ramat and Ricca, 1994,
§1, p. 290). Here, the derivational status of some elements is mentioned, but finally
disregarded: a form like merito can only be labelled as invariable if it is arbitrarily de-
tached from the paradigm it belongs to (in this case that of the verbmereo ‘to deserve’;
cf. §4.4.2). Further, in that work the focus seems rather to lie on a semantic classifica-
tion of adverbial elements, with which we are not directly concerned here.

Trying to go to the roots of the issue at hand, since in Western linguistics the term
adverb itself (as a calque fromGreek epírrhēma, literally ‘(what is) beside the verb’) and
its theoretical definition originate from the Ancient Roman grammatical tradition,18 it
can help our understanding of the current situation to look at how adverbs are treated
in modern literature about Latin. Latin is known for an extensive grammatical tradi-
tion, significantly influenced by the earlier Greek one (cf. Law, 2003, §4.3ff), and it-
self having influenced most other Western grammatical traditions, which themselves
nowadays contribute to shaping UD. This has as a consequence that what we find
in dedicated literature about Latin is also mirrored by the grammatical literature of
many other languages. One can thus read19 there as a constant about adverbs:

“Under the label «adverb», morphologically and syntactically very differ-
ent terms are stowed”20 (Marouzeau, 1949, p. 11)
“absence of formulation of criteria” (Pinkster, 1972, p. 33)
“[…] building up a very heterogeneous set, formally as well as function-
ally” (Ricca, 2010, p. 109)
“Adverbs constitute a very heterogeneous word class, both in respect to
their forms and in respect to theirmeanings and syntactic functions” (Pinkster,
2015, p. 65)

This vagueness is exemplarily reflected in the UD guidelines for the part of speech ADV:
“Adverbs arewords that typicallymodify verbs for such categories as time,
place, direction or manner. They may also modify adjectives and other
adverbs, as in very briefly or arguably wrong.”

Which is more or less equivalent to what we read in papyri of the first century AD:

18On the topic see e. g. Pinkster (1972, §3)
19All cited sources are standard works about adverbs in Latin, or Latin in general, and will be cited again

in this work; Bos (1967); Van Laer and Fruyt (2009) can also be added to the list for further reference.
Boldfaces in quotations are by the author.

20Translated from French by the author.
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“The adverb is an uninflectedword formwhich is placed before or after the
verb and not compoundedwith it, signifying quantity, quality, time, place,
negation, agreement, prohibition, exhortation, interrogation, exclamation,
comparison or doubt.” (cf. Law, 2003, p. 57)

Problems arise when we inspect more closely the elements given as examples in UD’s
guidelines: one immediately notices that some which are usually tagged as ADV in
the treebanks, such as up, where and others, can hardly be said to modify adjectives
(?an up good book, ?awhere good book) or adverbs,21 as opposed to exactly (or any other
deadjectival adverb in -ly; cf. §4.4), which we can observe as the modifier (see §4.1 for
a definition) of an adjective (ADJ) in a copula in

(2) I’m not exactly certain
– English-EWT email-enronsent35_01-0081

but also of a head noun (NOUN) in a noun (here, prepositional) phrase in22

(3) I’m going to go at exactly the same time
– English EWT email-enronsent34_01-0007.

This latter possibility is not mentioned in the guidelines, which later even feel the
need to single out a specific type of adverb, “pronominal adverbs” (§5.1.4).

This very brief overview shows that the allegedly unitary ADV class is actually
forced to contain (morpho)syntactically very different elements, analogously to what
is reported for Latin. This contrasts, for example, with UD’s definition of another class
of modifiers, ADJ (“Adjectives are words that typicallymodify nouns and specify their
properties or attributes.”), whose behaviour is decidedlymore uniform,whereas vari-
ation rather takes place at a semantic level23 (with which UD is not really concerned).
We thus advocate the need for a rethinking of ADV in UD, which possibly involves other
parts of speech, too, in order to achieve a more coherent, linguistically representative
annotation. We now proceed to highlight more UD-specific critical points of the cur-
rent ADV class.

21In fact, in no English UD treebank (as of v2.13) words with lemma WHERE or UP are annotated as modi-
fying (i. e.with dependency relation advmod, see §3.1) an adjective (ADJ), or an adverb (ADV) which is not
part of a predicate, or is itself a so-called “pronominal adverb” (here, there, front; see below and §5.1.4), with
the single exception of close (in the phrase get up close in English-EWT answers-20111108094831AAnOjgr_-
ans-0014), which however oscillates between adjectival and adverbial status.

22The fact that the modified element here is time and not the predicate am going to go is unambiguously
signalled by the position of exactly inside the prepositional phrase, i. e. after at, and outside the noun phrase,
i. e. before the determiner the.

23For example, adjectives are known to distribute over a semantic hierarchy, from more “nounlike” to
more “verblike”, which can govern among other things the expression of degree or the use of a copula
rather than verbal morphology (cf. Stassen, 2003, §5.2, p. 168ff).
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3.1. Syntactic relations and part of speech of adverbs in UD: redundancy

Formally, even if not completely explicitly, UD requires ADVs in their modifying
function to be pairedwith the advmoddependency relation;24 conversely, advmod should
only be assigned to words tagged as ADV. This is substantiated by the warning

“«advmod» should be «ADV» but it is _”
issued by the UD validator script.25 Nonetheless, in the same script we read that also
parts of speech ADJ, CCONJ, DET, PART and SYM are admitted. So, on the one side UD
enforces redundancy, similarly as for DET & det (part of speech and relation for de-
terminers; see Table 1 in §2), but on the other side it “tolerates” some annotation
practices that are apparently common across treebanks,26 introducing a covert and
unexpected behaviour. In general, we argue that a similar redundancy is not desir-
able, and that combinations of non-ADV words and the advmod dependency relation
could be naturally included in UD’s framework: such a possibility would avoid ob-
scuring transparent patterns such as the English ADJ EXACT producing the ADV EXACTLY
by means of the productive27 -ly suffix, as a consequence of suppressing morpholog-
ical features not pertinent to the imposed class of ADV in the annotation (§4.4). This
alternation might be seen as a rather inconsistent annotation practice, against the UD
desideratum of “rapid, consistent annotation” (de Marneffe et al., 2021, §5, point 3).
Sections 4.1 and 4.4 deal with this issue in-depth, and with the repercussions of the
fixed ADV/advmod coupling on the representation of lexicon.

3.1.1. Subtypes of advmod

Beyond the basic advmod relation, 47 languages in UD define various subtypes of
this dependency label. Some appear rather widespread, like emph (27 languages, in-
cluding Latin with IT-TB, LLCT, UDante, and Western Armenian), others more specific,
e. g. cau, deg, eval, foc, freq, lfrom, lmp, lto, mmod, shared by a Uralic block (Erzya,
Komi Permyak & Zyrian, Moksha, Skolt Sami; cf. Partanen et al., 2018). Some are
mostly semantic in nature, e. g. tto ‘till when’ vs. tfrom ‘fromwhen’ (Hungarian), but
others point to actual (morpho)syntactic distinctions (cf. classification in §5): it is the
case of emph for an “emphasizingword, intensifier” and neg for negations (see §5.1.2).
We argue that if some words always select a relation subtype on the grounds of dis-
tinctive syntactic behaviour (and not merely semantics), and vice versa this subtyped

24Barring ellipses and co-ordinative constructions.
25Here and in the following we refer to lines 1475–1483 of the script validate.py, as retrieved from

https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/tools (as of January 19th, 2024).
26Cf. §4.4, and also the issue https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/617.
27Considering the English EWT corpus, out of 709 unique lemmas of words tagged as ADV, more than half,

381, are derived from adjectival bases (including determiners and participial forms) by means of the -ly
suffix.
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Nominals
(reference)

Clauses
(predication)

Modifiers
(modification) Modifiers? ? ? Undefined

Autosemantic NOUN+PROPN VERB ADJ ADVSynsemantic PRON AUX DET+NUM ADP SCONJ, CCONJ PART

Table 2. UD system of parts of speech and its main axes; cf. §2.

relation is always realised by such words, then these words actually identify their
own (sub)class (i. e. part of speech) and/or dependency relation, at least on some
axis (cf. Table 2 and overview in §2).

3.2. Asymmetry of UD’s part-of-speech system and undesirable consequences

Table 2, following de Marneffe et al. (2021, §2.1.2), themselves referring to Croft
(1991), shows UD’s part-of-speech system in the framework of thiswork along itsmain
axes of syntactic functions (or “types ogphrasal unit”) and autosemantic/synsemantic
dichotomy (deMarneffe et al., 2021, §2.2.1), as discussed in Section 2. Table 2 does not
include the classes SYM (symbols) and PUNCT (punctuationmarks), as they do not rep-
resent linguistic entities; INTJ (interjections) is also excluded, since it lies outside of
morphosyntax (cf. Anderson et al., 2003 s. v.), just like X, which is a residual non-class;
subclasses are grouped together with the main ones.

Apart from the three main dyads corresponding to the types of phrasal units (cor-
responding on their autosemantic side to parts of speech NOUN, VERB and ADJ) and a
trail of synsemantic parts of speech (ADP, CCONJ/SCONJ, PART) with no defined overar-
ching functions, ADV stands ambiguously in the middle. This class is indeed not spec-
ified for synsemanticity or autosemanticity, but actually contains elements of both
kinds, cf. VERY and EXACTLY as seen in the beginning of this Section: the former is an
intensifier for members of the ADJ class28 with no true autonomous meaning, com-
parable to what MOST (tagged as ADV for more than half of its occurrences, 102 out
of 186, in English EWT) is with respect to Degree=Sup, while the latter can depend on
members of the VERB class or predicates in general, and derives its meaning from its
autosemantic ADJ base EXACT.29 This goes to show that, as of now, ADV straddles a ba-
sic distinction of UD: again, we observe the catchall tendency derived from traditional

28Apart from a single spurious annotation as root, in

(i) (like VERY not in a good way)
– English EWT answers-20111107194625AAAUBXm_ans-0011

where way ought to be the head, and very acts as a modifier of the whole noun phrase, like not.
29And this independently from the fact that its scope be only the predicate or the sentence as a whole.
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grammars.

This ambiguity can be shown more generally with a small experiment: if, for a
given treebank, the two classes of a dyad, say ADJ and DET, are conflated into a single
one, which in this case we might call MOD (for “modifier”), we see the synsemantic
elements consistentlymaking up themajority in a ranking by frequency. Parallelly, we
see this happening for the ADV class, too (in the following lists, synsemantic elements
are underlined):30

– German HDT
MOD DER ‘the’, EIN ‘a’, DIESER ‘this’, NEU ‘new’, SEIN ‘his/its’, IHR ‘her’, ALLE ‘all’,

ANDERER ‘other’, KEIN ‘no (one)’, DEUTSCH ‘German’
ADV AUCH ‘also’, NOCH ‘still’, SO ‘so’, NUR ‘only’, ABER ‘but’, BEREITS ‘already’, MEHR

‘more’, DAMIT ‘therewith’, SCHON ‘already’, RUND ‘circa’

– Latin (IT-TB only)
MOD HIC ‘this’, OMNIS ‘all’, IPSE ‘same’, ALIUS ‘other’, SUUS ‘her/his/its own’, ALIQUI

‘any’, DIUINUS ‘divine’, ILLE ‘that’, UNUS ‘a/one’, QUIDAM ‘a certain’
ADV IGITUR ‘therefore’, ETIAM ‘also’, UNDE ‘whence’, SIC ‘so’, ERGO ‘therefore’, TAMEN

‘notwithstanding’, SUPRA ‘above’, ITA ‘thus’, MAGIS ‘more’, SOLUM ‘only’

– English EWT
MOD THE, A, THIS, GOOD, ALL, SOME, ANY, GREAT, OTHER, NO
ADV SO, JUST, WHEN, VERY, ALSO, HOW, NOW, EVEN, THEN, THERE

– Bulgarian BTB
MOD TOZI ‘same’, NOV ‘new’, VSEKI ‘every’, EDIN ‘one’, DRUG ‘other’, GOLJAM ‘big’,

BĂLGARSKI ‘Bulgarian’, KAKĂV ‘what’, NAŠ ‘our’, MOJ ‘my’
ADV MNOGO ‘much’, OŠTE ‘still’, VČERA ‘yesterday’, SAMO ‘but’, TAKA ‘so’, KOGATO

‘when’, VEČE ‘already’, TAM ‘there’, ZAŠTOTO ‘since’, OBAČE ‘however’

– Greek (modern) GDT
MOD O ‘the’, ÉNAS ‘a/one’, AUTÓS ‘this’, EURŌPAÏKÓS ‘European’, ÓLOS ‘all’, POLÝS

‘many/much’, MEGÁLOS ‘big’, NÉOS ‘new/young’, ÁLLOS ‘other’, SĪMANTIKÓS
‘meaningful’

ADV ÓPŌS ‘as’, EPÍSIS ‘moreover’, ŌS ‘like’, ÓSO ‘that much’, SCHETIKÁ ‘with regard
to’, POLÝ ‘much’, SI ̄ḾERA ‘today’, MÓNO ‘only’, AKÓMA ‘yet’, EDó̄ ‘here’

30The entries labelled as synsemantic under MOD follow their annotation as DET in their respective tree-
banks: however, we notice that the elements OTHER, ÓLOS ‘all’, POLÝS ‘many’, DRUG ‘other’ should also be
considered determiners (of contrast and quantity), analogously to ALIUS ‘other’, ALLE ‘all’, ANDERER ‘other’.
The judgment about the synsemantic nature of entries under ADV is instead by the author and will be ex-
pounded in §5.
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Here some patterns emerge: we see parallel synsemantic elements (cf. §4.3) based on
the same roots, even in paradigmatic relation, such as POLÝS ‘many’ and POLÝ ‘a lot’ in
Greek (the latter being the neuter singular form of the former). Also, the assortment
of the most frequent adverbs is remarkably similar for all languages: one finds the
same kinds of elements in many languages, such as demonstratives SIC/SO/SO/TAKA,
focalisers ETIAM/ALSO/AUCH (see §5.1.2), besides deictic/relational terms which are
admittedly more uncertain as to their synsemantic or autosemantic nature (see §5.1.4
and §5.1.5), and which we can tentatively arrange along a gradient:

• clearly synsemantic (i. e. purely deictic, in space or time), such as THEN, THERE;
• mixing synsemantic and autosemantic elements (represented by a dashed line),

such as SUPRA ‘above’ (both deictic and with meaning of a specific location);
• clearly autosemantic, such as NOW, SI ̄ḾERA ‘today’, VČERA ‘yesterday’

The few uncontestably autosemantic terms emerging from this conflation are adjec-
tives of nationalities of importance to the respective treebanks, such as DEUTSCH ‘Ger-
man’, EURŌPAÏKÓS ‘European’, BĂLGARSKI ‘Bulgarian’; some universally extremely com-
mon qualifying adjectives, such as GOOD, GREAT/MEGÁLOS/GOLJAM (cf. also MAGIS, from
MAGNUS ‘great’), NÉOS/NOV ‘new’; and finally text-specific DIUINUS ‘divine’, coming
from the theological treatises in the IT-TB, and SĪMANTIKÓS ‘meaningful’. Only farther
into the ranking autosemantic elements start appearing more consistently in the class
ADV, like the deadjectival ACTUALLY, LONG, LATE in English EWT (from 35th rank onward),
or SIMPLICITER ‘simply’ and PERFECTE ‘perfectly’ in Latin IT-TB (from 28th rank onward).

A similar distribution appears to have the side effect of creating unwanted results
in a research involving the class ADV in any of these treebanks: most of the retrieved
elements will be synsemantic, and they will possibly not correspond to the intuition
of what an adverb should look like, if we take a word like exactly as its prototypical
member. By the way, this bipartite perspective is partly shared with some dictio-
naries which are sometimes even used as references for the annotation: so, in Latin,
among others, IGITUR ‘therefore’ is not an adverb for e. g. Lewis and Short (1879, s. v.)
(cf. §5.1.3), as opposed to SIMPLICITER ‘simply’ (which is traced back to SIMPLEX ‘sim-
ple’). It happens so that, in the current state of things, these two subclasses of ADV are
unfortunately not separable without resorting to external tools.31 Also, this structural
fuzziness between autosemantic and synsemantic elements hinders nucleus-based
approaches to parsing, like the one presented by Nivre et al. (2022). In sum, these
circumstances do not seem well suited from either perspective: typological represen-
tation on the one hand, and linguistic queries at different levels of proficiency on the
other hand. This problem is by all means not limited to UD, but, given the imprint of
traditional grammars, will be found in many other treebanks, or annotated corpora.

31As the derivational lexiconWord Formation Latinmight be for Latin; see Litta and Passarotti (2019) and
cf. §4.4.2.
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The solution to this undesirable state of affairs is then to refocus the ADV class by
implementing the same autosemantic/synsemantic split as for the other classes. We
notice that this might entail a more or less pronounced restructuring or rethinking of
other classes, too (cf. especially §5.1.5); conversely, not every adverb in a traditional
sense will be retained as ADV.

4. What adverbs are, and what their function is: a working definition

The asymmetry of the ADV class inside the UD system is a reflex of the historical
precedence given by traditional grammars to morphology (and even semantics) over
syntax: adverbs are considered indeclinable, isolated elements, and are grouped as
such with other function words (see Pinkster, 1972, §4.1). This is for example the
stance of the Index Thomisticus for Latin, with a single class for all invariable elements,
as opposed to a nominal, a verbal and a mixed “participial” one (Busa, 1974–1980).
This choice, however, creates internal incoherences as discussed in Section 3. In this
Section, we will try to give a definition of the word class “adverb” and of the function
associated with it, from which the proposal of a framework for a better annotation in
UD (and beyond) will ensue.

4.1. Decoupling form from function

An explicitly stated desideratum of UD is to avoid what might be called “contex-
tual annotation” (de Marneffe et al., 2021, p. 262): this is the assignment of any fea-
ture, from parts of speech to dependency relations, mechanically depending on the
context a word appears in. A classical example from Latin are the pronoun-adjectives
or adjective-pronouns of traditional grammars, like demonstrative pronouns, which “are
used either adjectively or substantively” (Greenough et al., 2014, §296). In UD, this
statement translates into tagging an element such as HIC ‘this (one)’ as DET32 in a
phrase like

(4) hoc opere
‘(in) this work’
– Latin IT-TB dev-s35

and as PRON in another phrase like

(5) hoc probare
‘to verify this’
– Latin IT-TB dev-s363

32Traditional grammars of Latin do not apply a distinction based on the grammaticalisation cline as UD,
and thus “adjective” can be translated either as ADJ or DET in UD; HIC is DET because it is purely deictic
(proximal) in function (see Lewis and Short, 1879, s. v.), and carries no other semantic content.
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The totally predictable parameter here ismerely being head of the argument of a pred-
icate or not, at the cost of losing any information about the distribution of determiners
in Latin: for example, that they can head noun phrases more easily than in English, or
other languages. The constraint that advmod be realised only bymembers of ADV (§3.1)
is indeed such a form of part-of-speech–based contextual annotation in UD. However,
we observe in UD a tendency to move away from it, e. g. allowing for case/mark al-
ternation for ADP, the possibility for PRON to receive the det relation33 (cf.Höhn, 2021,
for an extension to personal pronouns), or the guideline amendment regarding de-
verbal connectives.34 This is possible because the cornerstone of UD is syntax, and
the spread of annotation over four main orthogonal levels (lemmatisation, parts of
speech, morpholexical features, dependencies) allows for a rich investigation of ty-
pological patterns through their interplay. The first insight re ADV is thus to decouple
the syntactic adverbial function (advmod) from the word classes concretely realising
it each time. So, there is only to gain in terms of linguistic analysis from observing
whether and howmembers of ADJ (primarily), but also DET, NUM, PRON, NOUN, VERB can
or cannot occur as modifiers, possibly assuming a specific adverbial form, at the same
time keeping the unitarity of the dependency relation advmod. This perspective does
not go as far as to conflating all kinds of modifications (as proposed e. g. by Gerdes
et al., 2018), but is more similar to the strategy of an “umbrella” Adv relation as seen
in the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič, 1998, §2.2,35 and Hajič et al., 2017), as
opposed to locking a dependency relation to a specific part of speech.

4.2. The adverbial function

If function is decoupled from form, we acknowledge that a word belonging to a
given non-ADV part of speech can more or less “easily”, i. e. requiring a more or less
explicit specific marking, carry out the function of adverbial modification: this can
happen by means of special, dedicated forms which use neither nominal nor verbal
strategies. To avoid falling back into contextual analysis (§4.1), definitions of parts of
speech need to be semantically grounded (at least partly, as argued by Croft, 2001, §2,
and for UD by de Marneffe et al., 2021, p. 261). This is actually already the case in UD
when e. g. the class ADJ is defined as

“specify[ing] their (sc. of nouns) properties or attributes”.
So, the key feature common to the classes VERB (processes), ADJ (properties) and
ADV seems to be relationality: they are all predicative in nature.36 As variously (al-

33From lines 1462–1466 of validate.py: “Determiner can alternate with a pronoun”.
34https://universaldependencies.org/changes.html#deverbal-connectives
35See s. v.Adverbials (and borderline cases) in the manual (Hajič et al., 1999).
36This fact is for example instantiated in UD by the assignment of a valency to members of ADJ and VERB

alike, in that both classes can have oblique obl or adverbial advcl dependents (instead of nmod/acl as for
nominals).
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beit somewhat dishomogeneously) expressed in literature (e. g. Tesnière, 2015, Ch. 32;
Hengeveld, 1992, §4.3; Schachter and Shopen, 2007, §1.4), it emerges that the syntac-
tic function of adverbs is that of modifying37 non-nominal elements, which are often
explicitly listed as “verbs, adjectives and other adverbs”. As discussed in Section 3,
some elements usually referred to as adverbs do modify nouns or noun phrases, so
we argue that a better and more general definition is that the adverbial function is to
modify predications, that is, to express properties of a predication or, in other terms,
to metapredicate.38

Modification in this sense has to be taken strictly as one type of phrasal unit, as
in de Marneffe et al. (2021, §2.1.2), and is different from nominal or verbal strategies.
In a broader sense, every argument and every subordinate clause, every single ele-
ment, “modifies” the sentence it is part of. This vague notion of modification, which
seems to be at the basis of the traditional mixed-bag adverb class (cf. §1), is not very
useful. In metapredication we explicitly want to include only strategies specifically
used by each language for modification: as will be discussed in Section 4.4 and else-
where, these might be shared with the classes of ADJ/DET, or be peculiar to adverbs.
In general, we will consider metapredication mutually exclusive with, but parallel to,
nominal oblique arguments (represented by relation obl in UD) and embedded adver-
bial clauses (represented by relation advcl in UD). Put in other words, we argue that
the argument of a predication cannot be considered an adverb; this point of view will
be further developed in Section 5. A further important consideration here is that noun
phrases, under given conditions, can be considered as (parts of) predications by some
elements, e. g. focalisers, and so can receive adverbial modification (§5.1.2). The syn-
tactic function of adverbs, represented by advmod in UD, is thus expressed not in terms
of parts of speech, but of relations: without further assumptions, this naturally ac-
counts for possibly infinite chains ofmodifications, sincemetapredication is recursive,
and an adverb is itself a predication. On the contrary, adjectives cannot modify other
words of their class in the sense of amod, since this kind of modification is directed to
referents, i. e. prototypically NOUNs (cf. Table 2). The specific dependency relation tag
used in the annotation to represent metapredication can then vary, according to the
grammaticalisation status of the adverb, as will be discussed in Section 4.5.

37This term being often vague and itself underdefined, cf. Pinkster (1972, §4.3).
38Schachter and Shopen (2007, §1.4) speak of “modifiers of constituents other than nouns”, but this still

does not seem to take into consideration the matrix predication; for an example regarding Latin, Ricca
(2010, §1), too, does not acknowledge nominal modification, while Pinkster (1972) does.
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4.3. Autosemantic and synsemantic adverbs: core word classes

The adverbial function as described in Section 4.2 needs a part-of-speech dyad of
reference (see Table 2 and §2), representing elements which are primarily (if not ex-
clusively) associated with it (cf. §2). One member of this dyad should be clearly and
intuitively ADV, which we propose for autosemantic adverbs; for the other, we put
forward a repurposing, or extension, of PART, as of now a rather undefined and offi-
cially marginal class in UD’s part-of-speech system. Incidentally, it could be argued
that some of the elements already regularly tagged as PART, such as negations or in-
terrogative particles, can indeed be subsumed under the label of synsemantic adverbs
(§5.1.2), and in fact they are treated as such by many traditional grammars.39

The resulting dyad ADV/PART of “core” adverbs (also “true” or “primary”,
cf. Pinkster, 1972, p. 65) would be mostly composed of elements not regularly or syn-
chronically derived from other bases, and would be more or less open, specifically to
each language. So, for example, Latin notably presents words like CLAM ‘secretly’ or
PALAM ‘openly’,40 among its exponents of the ADV class, or also SAEPE ‘often’ or EMINUS
‘from a distance’. The latter is clearly related to MANUS ‘hand’, but is not part of its
paradigm and has followed its own morphophonetic evolution. On the synsemantic
side, we have NAM, a discourse connective, or NE, an interrogative particle (see §4.4.2
for an ampler discussion about Latin). Section 5 will explore more in detail the com-
position of the class of synsemantic adverbs, drawing distinctions between them and
other word classes.

4.4. Core and derived adverbs: strategies and the notion of transposition

Core adverbs ADV/PART are opposed by derived adverbs. While any element ex-
pressing metapredication would also regularly receive an adverbial dependency rela-
tion (see §4.5), its part of speech does not have to be enforced by its function: contex-
tual annotation (§4.1) is best avoided. In the framework proposed by this paper, we
deem that, especially for a multilayered annotation such as that of UD, it is muchmore
fruitful to consider and implement the general phenomenon designated as, among
other terms, “transfer” (Tesnière, 2015, P. III) or “transposition” (Spencer, 2013, §3.3).
The fundamental insight here is that inflectional, paradigmatic variations are not lim-
ited to single word classes or functions (Haspelmath, 1996): this principle is in fact

39See for example Greenough et al. (2014, §217e) for Latin, where “negative particles” are part of the
“classification of adverbs”.

40While these words are related respectively to the same roots of CELO ‘to conceal from’ and PLANUS ‘flat’
with an accusative-like ending (deVaan, 2008, s. vv.), there is no clear nor productive synchronic derivation
process producing them, so lexicographically they have to be considered independent; this does happen
e. g. in the Word Formation Latin lexicon (Litta and Passarotti, 2019), which however applies a rather re-
stricted notion of derivation/inflection (cf. §4.4.2).
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Language/treebank advmod distribution per PoS (>5%) Main lemmas per PoS (>5%)

Amharic ATT PART 36.5%, ADV 30.4%, NOUN 15.5%,
VERB 7.3%, PRON 5.8% PART: ‘AL@ 74.5%, ‘ÄL@ 15.3% (other: no lemmas)

W.Armenian ArmTDP ADV 96.8% ADV: AL 11.5%
Bulgarian BTB ADV 79.9%, PART 19.8% PART: NE 98.1%
English EWT ADV 83.4% PART 15.2% PART: NOT 100%
Faroese FarPaHC ADV 100.0% (no lemmas)
German HDT ADV 72.1%, ADJ 20.7%, PART 7.1% ADV: AUCH 8.0%, NOCH 5.1%; PART: NICHT 100.0%
Greek GDT ADV 84.3%, PART 14.8% PART: DEN 82, 7%, MĪN 10.1%

K’iche’ IU ADV 68.9%, PART 30.6%
ADV: SIB’ALAJ 11.3%, B’I 9.5%, ULOQ 8.5%,
KAN 6.2%, KAMIK 5.2%; PART: NA 43.6%,
MAN 34.9%, WI 14.5%, MA 5.2%

Latin IT-TB ADV 62.6%, PART 32.4% ADV: ETIAM 11.3%, UNDE 7.3%, SIC 5.9%;
PART NON 100%

Latin PROIEL ADV 94.6% ADV: NON 21.5%, NE 7.3%
Latin Perseus ADV 82.0%, PART 13.4% ADV: NE 5.7%; PART: NON 92.9%
Latin UDante ADV 72.0%, PART 20.8% ADV: SIC 6.9%, ETIAM 5.3%; PART: NON 94.7%

Latin LLCT ADV 79.5%, PART 8.9%, CCONJ 6.7%
ADV: UBI 11.8%, EXINDE 8.8%, TALITER 6.1%,
SUPRA 5.8%, TANTUM 5.7%; PART: NON 95.9%;
CCONJ: ET 98.4%

Thai PUD ADV 73.4%, PART 17.2%, ADJ 5.6% (no lemmas)

Table 3. Distributions of parts of speech over all words receiving the dependency relation
advmod, with any subtype, per treebank in our sample.

already accepted in UD when participial forms, i. e. verb forms with the function of
attributive predications, more commonly labelled as “verbal adjectives” (cf. Cecchini,
2021 re UD), are still usually and foremostly labelled with VERB, and not with ADJ (a
choice which would exemplify again contextual annotation depending on syntactic
function, cf. §4.1).

Some treebanks appear to pursue this strategy already to some extent. In Table 3,
for each well-represented (>5% of total occurrences) part of speech taking advmod in
the treebanks of our sample, themost frequent (>5% of total occurrences) lemmas are
shown (if any: in some cases, lemmas are too sparse to reach this threshold). It turns
out that lemmas so detected almost exclusively pertain to function words; notably,
PARTs are overwhelmingly negations (cf. §3.2). However, contrary to this trend, in
the German HDT as much as 20% of words receiving an advmod relation are tagged as
ADJ. This goes hand in hand with the known fact commonly stated as German “con-
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verting” adjectives directly into adverbs (Barz et al., 2009, §478),41 a feature which
possibly sets it apart from the “Standard Average European” type it is in the core
of (cf.Haspelmath, 2001). Other treebanks look more mixed and there probably is
some noise in data, but advmod-takingmembers of ADJ are seen to some extent in Latin
PROIEL (4.9%) and Thai, too, alongside CCONJs in Latin LLCT and NOUNs in (Amharic).42
In most other treebanks, similar regular, though marked adverbialisation strategies
(such as -(i)ter/-e derivation in Latin, Ricca, 2010, §2.2.1: PAR→ pariter ‘equally’; -´̄os
in Greek: SYNEṔ̄ıS→ synep´̄os ‘consequently’; etc.) are obscured by redundant adver-
bial annotation (§3.1). It is still possible, nevertheless, to let some of these strategies
emerge from data by comparing forms of ADV- and ADJ-tagged words.

Themost prevalent detected strategies43 are shown in Table 4, where also the corre-
sponding strictly morphological features44 of the ADJ forms are summarised (comma
notation points to alternation of the values in annotation, parentheses to the val-
ues not being consistently annotated). We notice a remarkable uniformity: while
bare-form adjectives in adverbial function look universal, many Indo-European lan-
guages also share the adoption of neuter, singular or plural, forms,45 and this osten-
sibly throughout all their history (cf. Ramat, 2009; Hummel, 2013, for Latin, but also
more generally). German, as already noticed, looks synchronically more commit-
ted to the bare-form strategy than other European languages, but typologically it is
perfectly aligned to a universal tendency which we systematically observe in other
languages, too. The neuter strategy is also well-attested in Latin, where it is espe-
cially common for adverbs formed from determiners (also cf. §4.4.2), such as quan-
tum ‘as many/much’ from QUANTUS ‘how many/much’, tantum ‘so much/only’ from

41However, in some contexts one might be tempted to interpret this as secondary predication (the differ-
ence being the choice of advcl instead of advmod; see s. v. advcl:pred in UD guidelines). Be that as it may,
of course German, too, has a class of core adverbs, mostly represented by the tag ADV, such as GERN/GERNE
‘gladly’, with no synchronic derivation (Pfeifer et al., 1993, s. v.); cf. footnote 40 for Latin.

42On the contrary, the 100% for Faroese probably arises from the automatic advmod ⇒ ADV conversion
rule.

43Many of which are confirmed by literature and descriptive grammars; apart from German, here we
can point e. g. to Scatton (1993, p. 208f) for Bulgarian:“Certain adjectival forms function productively as
adverbs: (1)masculine singular (or plural) forms of adjectives […]; (2) neuter singular forms of qualitative
adjectives […]; (3) colloquially, definite feminine singular forms”; or to Polian (2017, §3.7) with regard
to the Mayan language K’iche’: “Many words are used adverbially in Mayan languages, some of them
exclusively so, but generally without a specifically adverbial morphology. Adjectives commonly develop
adverbial uses (e. g. ‘good’ for ‘well’), and some nouns and verb forms also do.”.

44That is, excluding features of the lexical kind, such as Style or NumType.
45We can guess this for Faroese forms, too, knowing from dictionaries that the citation form of langt

is LANGUR ‘long’ (similarly as for the related Icelandic and Norwegian), but for some reason Gender and
Number are not annotated for ADJs in the treebank.
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Language/
treebank Most frequent strategy Example

(ADV form/ADJ lemma)
Coinciding
ADJ-ADV pairs

over total ADV forms

Amharic ATT Bare form?
- zän@d@ro/- 37.0%

W.Armenian ArmTDP Bare form
(Degree=Pos) nuaz/NUAZ 20.6%

Bulgarian BTB Indefinite neuter singular
Definite=Ind|Degree=Pos|Gender=Neut|Number=Sing bărzo /BĂRZ 21.9%

English EWT Bare form
Degree=Pos cheap/CHEAP 24.2%

FarPaHC Neuter singular?
Case=Acc,Dat,Nom|Degree=Pos langt/- 5.3%

German HDT Bare form
Degree=Pos vermutlich/VERMUTLICH 19.0%

Greek GDT Neuter plural
Case=Acc,Nom|Gender=Neut|Number=Plur sovará /SOVARÓS 20.6%

K’iche’ IU Bare form
- itzel/ITZEL 9.4%

Latin (all) Neuter singular
Case=Acc,Nom|Gender=Neut|Number=Sing

amplius/AMPLUS
[Degree=Cmp] 27.0%

Thai PUD Bare form?
- thi sut/- 31.3%

Table 4. Detection of major deadjectival strategies for adverbialisation arising from data
in the languages in our sample.

TANTUS ‘that many/much’, or quid ‘why/how/what way [comes that…]’ from QUIS
‘who/which one’, as in

(6) quid propugnaculis et pinnis urbem armasse iuvabit
‘What shall it avail you […] to have fortified yourselves with bulwarks and
battlements’
– Latin UDante Epi-93

where quid cannot be interpreted as an object of iuvabit ‘it will aid’. In Latin, the neuter
strategy is also the only possible one for synthetic comparative forms in the adverbial
function.46

The practice of enforcing the part of speech ADV for words in adverbial function
is surely influenced by traditional grammars which do not have articulated enough
means for multilayered linguistic representation (as this is possibly not even their

46For example amplius expressing the neuter nominative/accusative comparative form in the paradigm
of AMPLUS ‘ample’ beside the masculine/feminine nominative amplior, accusative ampliorem, and being used
in adverbial function as in ‘more amply’, while the expected regular amplioriter for adjectives of its inflection
class is ungrammatical.
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goal), andwhich for example donot distinguish betweendifferent grammaticalisation
statuses of word classes, nor contemplate word class-changing inflection. We argue
that this practice has undesirable consequences also on the representation of lexicon:
in particular, its regular byproduct are unwarranted duos of words. This happens for
example with the Latin form primum, interpreted either as an ADV ‘firstly’ with lemma
PRIMUM when it has adverbial function, as in

(7) […] cum primum pedes iuxta Sarni fluenta securus et incautus defigerem […]
‘no sooner had I set foot by the streams of Arno, in all security and heedless-
ness’
– Latin UDante Epi-35

or as an ADJ ‘first’ with lemma PRIMUS when e. g. it modifies a noun, as in

(8) […] manifestum est quod celum primum magis recipit de luce primi […]
‘it is manifest that the first heaven receives more of the light of the Prime’
– Latin UDante Epi-346

But sometimes the annotation of the twowords is identical in every other respect, like
weekly in the two sentences

(9) I intend to provide weekly updates on the status of the above actions during April
– English EWT email-enronsent02_01-0060

(10) the easiest thing would be a fish - but u need to clean the tank weekly, feed it the
right amt, etc etc x
– English answers-20111108102204AAIivYN_ans-0006

tagged ADJ and ADV respectively, but with the same lemma WEEKLY (and no morpho-
logical features besides amoot Degree=Poswhen ADJ). These distinctions (cf. Table 4)
appear questionable in a language’s vocabulary, as we are really talking about the
same words, even if serving different syntactic functions, and they might be seen as
a rather inconsistent annotation practice, against the UD desideratum of “rapid, consis-
tent annotation” (de Marneffe et al., 2021, §5, point 3).

In sum, pace e. g. Pinkster (1972, §5), we argue that it is possible to claim that,
with the goal of meaningful linguistic representation, transparently derived forms
in adverbial function should be labelled just as all other forms belonging to their re-
spective parts of speech, with all their pertinent morphological features, but possibly
accompanied by a specific morphological feature marking the transposition. This fea-
ture would not, at any rate, be Case with a new value (here agreeing with Pinkster,
1972, §5), as it happenswith the “adverbial case” in the Index Thomisticus (Busa, 1974–
1980, p. XI): a transposition connects paradigms, instead of being constrained into one.
Also, we argue that the counter-arguments against recognising word class-changing
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inflection in the case of “adverbialisation” can easily be dealt with, if we consider the
nature of the adverbial function of metapredication, as defined in Section 4.2. For
instance, the fact that some properties of a part of speech seem to be blocked by an
adverbial transposition, e. g.members of the NOUN class losing the ability to take ad-
jectival modifiers (represented by relation amod), is directly explainable by observing
that adnominal attribution cannot be applied to predications, but another adverb is
needed instead, and that, at least in some languages like Latin, adverbial transposi-
tion seems to target single words and not phrases (unlike Case). The topic deserves
a wider typological investigation, but, otherwise, it is actually not uncommon for ad-
verbs to have arguments in the same way as their bases (cf. fn. 49 and Ricca, 2010,
§7.2), as seen for example in

(11) Unfortunately for them, the general has decided to take seriously Colin Powell’s fre-
quent boasts that it was on his nudging that the Indians made conciliatory gestures
toward Islamabad.
– English EWT
weblog-blogspot.com_dakbangla_20041028153019_ENG_20041028_153019-
0025

Thus, we are probably in the presence of the peculiarity of a non-relational word class
like NOUN as opposed to the others, rather than with a “strange” property of adverbial
transposition. Members of the NOUN class are also remarkably less transposed into ad-
verbs than ADJs (cf. §4.4.2 for Latin).

As already happens to verb forms bymeans of themorphological feature VerbForm
(cf. Cecchini, 2021), in UD we propose to annotate marked deadjectival adverbs with
a new similar feature, e. g. AdjForm=Adv. More in general, we can envision a generic
pattern for such a feature, with name <POS>Form, depending on the part of speech of
the base word, and values representing the external syntactic function of the transpo-
sition. For example, given the distinction for core adverbs put forward in Section 4.3,
we could have DetForm=Part for determiners transposed into adverbs, as the previ-
ously mentioned Latin quantum ‘as many/much’. For departicipial adverbs like Latin
diligenter ‘industriously’, as in

(12) Diligenter quippe notandum est quod dicit «nescit et nequit» […]
‘It should be noted carefully that he says «neither knew nor could» […]’
– Latin UDante Epi-365

glossable as dilig-ent-er ≡ diligo.IPFV.ACT.PTCP-ADV,47 from diligo ‘to esteem highly’, so
lit. ‘highly esteemingly’, this treatment should be preferred to a more opaque

47See Leipzig glossing rules at https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php.
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VerbForm=Conv. At the same time, this would need a layered treatment48 of this dou-
ble transposition, for example as a recursive AdjForm[Part]=Adv|VerbForm=Part.49

While members of ADJ and DET, followed by adjectival forms of VERBs, are the most
common and direct sources of respectively autosemantic (ADV, traditionally manner
adverbs, Schachter and Shopen, 2007, §1.4) and synsemantic (PART) adverbs, as they
are already attributive and predicative in nature, one also encounters cases involving
NOUNs like

• Latin viritim ‘man by man’, from NOUN UIR ‘man’ (Ricca, 2010, §2.2.2), as in

(13) Tribuniciae potestatis duodevicensimum, consul XII, trecentis et viginti mil-
libus plebis urbanae sexagenos denarios viritim dedi
‘In the eighteenth year of my tribunician power and my twelfth consul-
ship I gave 240 sesterces apiece to 320 000 members of the urban plebs.’
– Latin Perseus phi1221.phi007.perseus-lat1.tb.xml@47

• Italian gattoni ‘on all fours’ from NOUN GATTO ‘cat’ (thus literally ‘walking as a cat
does’) with the derivational suffix -oni,

• ormore productiveGerman formations (Barz et al., 2009, §1161), such as BEISPIEL-
SWEISE ‘for example’ and VORSICHTSHALBER ‘precautionally’, from NOUNs BEISPIEL
‘example’ and VORSICHT ‘caution’ respectively.

For these, a consistent annotation with NounForm=Adv might be felt as more contro-
versial by some. Still, their annotation as transpositions, different from case forms,
is justified when faced with the data at our disposal which do include case forms in
adverbial function, and would be coherent with the proposal of this work; in fact, we
suggest a unifying annotation along the lines of Transposed=ADV, which could take
care of all cases of transpositions, e. g. Transposed=ADJ instead of VerbForm=Part, and
so on. Similar detailed issues of annotation formalism, however, go outside the scope
of this paper.

48https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/feat-layers.html
49The effective difference between VerbForm=Conv (‘converb’, i. e. verbal form with the syntactic function

of an adverb) and AdjForm=Adv plus VerbForm=Part (‘participle’, i. e. verbal form with the syntactic func-
tion of an adjective) deserves further investigations. We may suggest that the former is derived directly
from a verb root and more easily maintains a verbal valence. However, we occasionally find cases like

(i) Premissis quoque rationibus consonanter […]
lit. ‘thus agreeingly with the aforementioned reasonings […]’
– Latin UDante Epi-351

where consona-nt-er ≡ consono.IPFV.ACT.PTCP-ADV, from consono ‘to resound’, takes an argument (obl) in the
dative case like the base verb. We notice that in Late Latin, with the disappearance of the so-called supine
(effectively a converb, see Cecchini, 2021), this strategy seems the only one left to form adverbs from verb
roots.
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In the following Subsections, we present more in-depth discussions of adverbial
transpositions and adverbs in general, to help complete the picture of how the word
class of adverbs would look in UD annotation if implementing the framework of this
work.

4.4.1. Two examples of transposition: Italian and Latin

Wewould like to illustrate through two interesting cases how a transpositional an-
notation shows its advantages on all annotation levels.

The first one is a case of attraction in Italian:50 in spontaneous production, when
DET TROPPO ‘toomany/much’ adverbially modifies another determiner, the former can
pass from the “default” form troppo (singularmasculine) to agreementwith the latter,
as in troppe poche volte instead of expected troppo poche volte ‘too few times’, where
troppe, poche and volte are all feminine plural forms. If one does not want to anno-
tate troppo/troppe always simply with lemma TROPPO, part of speech DET and relation
advmod, accepting that it can function either as det or advmod in its bare form, one
implicitly has to postulate the existence of four independent distinct members of ADV
TROPPO, TROPPA, TROPPI and TROPPE. This is not an economic representation and does
not seem to describe correctly what is happening at the morphosyntactic level, nor to
allow for a simple, unified query of this phenomenon in the treebanks without the
input of prior knowledge.

The second case consists in the interplay between so-called secondary predications
and adverbs in a language like Latin (cf. Pinkster, 1990, §8, especially example (77),
p. 155). In a sentence like

(14) [Britanni] ex silvis rari propugnabant
‘The Britons made sorties from the woods in small groups’
– De Bello Gallico, Caesar

the form rari, from ADJ RARUS ‘thin, rare’, refers to Britanni ‘the Britons’, and as such
agrees with it in case (nominative), gender (masculine) and number (plural). It is
a secondary predicate or “optional depictive”, and according to UD’s guidelines it is
annotated as advcl, as it forms an embedded (nominal or implicit) clause.51 This
sentence is contrasted by the possible

50For the following, cf. the discussion in https://accademiadellacrusca.it/it/consulenza/
troppo-pochi-non-troppi-pochi/1559 (only in Italian). Though based on a prescriptive point of
view, it testifies to the spread of the phenomenon.

51Cf. the guidelines for Latin (by the author) at https://universaldependencies.org/la/dep/
advcl-pred.html, whence the example is taken.
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(15) [Britanni] ex silvis raro propugnabant
‘The Britons seldom made sorties from the woods’

where raro ‘thinly, rarely, seldom’, singular masculine/neuter ablative of RARUS, mod-
ifies the predicate propugnabant ‘they were making sorties’ using a different strategy,
i. e. a conventional case form, akin to what happens for so-called absolute construc-
tions,52 since now it does not have to agree with any referent. Here we might also
expect a more canonical rare (adverbial form in -e; see Ricca, 2010, §2.2.1). Annotat-
ing both instances rari and raro with the same lemma RARUS and part of speech ADJ,
onewith relation advcl:pred and the other with advmod, while keeping all usual mor-
phological features, would be morphosyntactically motivated, look like the most eco-
nomical representation and, moreover, allow for an easier, more “integrated” inves-
tigation of the distribution of an adjective like this one, without requiring particular
prior knowledge from the querier.

4.4.2. What lies under advmod: a focus on Latin

In this Subsection, we want to exemplify the mixed composition of elements with
adverbial function and of the ADV class, at the same time tackling the issues of the
current annotation standards, by taking a closer look at what happens in UD Latin
treebanks. This brief overview is to be considered preliminary work for more thor-
ough investigations about the treatment of Latin adverbs in linguistic annotation, it
will be necessarily coarse-grained, and offers many pointers to the wider classifica-
tion brought forth in Section 5.

Taking all Latin treebanks together,53 we retrieve 1360 unique lemmas for words
annotated as belonging to the ADV part of speech. After some minimal polishing of
the data, which includes standard normalisation (lowercasing; neutralising the u/v
distinction), the expunction of non-lexical category labels (e. g. greek.expression, mon-
etary) and of compound forms (e. g. in+quantum, kal. maias), and the selection of a
canonical spellingwhenmore than one is used (e. g. paulatim and paullatim retraced to
paulatim only), this number reduces down to 1285 unique ADV lemmas. These still in-
clude some noise coming from spurious annotations, but can already deliver a mean-
ingful picture.

We observe that asmany as 918, that is 71.44%, of these supposed ADVs can be trans-
parently traced back to autosemantic bases, as shown in Table 5. We notice that in our
data some of these lemmas sometimes directly correspond to the base of the adver-

52See UD documentation for Latin (by the author) at https://universaldependencies.org/la/dep/
advcl-abs.html and more generally (Pinkster, 1990, §7.4.7).

53Refer to Paragraph A note about data in §1.
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Part of speech
of autosemantic base

Number of
unique lemmas Examples with bases

ADJ 608
PRINCIPALITER < principalis ‘original’
ABSURDE < absurdus ‘discordant’
PRIMO < primus ‘first’

VERB 214
FESTINANTER < festino ‘to hasten’
IMMERITO < mereo ‘to deserve’
DISTINCTIM < distinguo ‘to separate’

NOUN 96
FUNDITUS < fundus ‘bottom’
TABULATIM < tabula ‘plot (of ground)’
NUMERO < numerus ‘number’

Table 5. Distribution by part of speech of autosemantic bases of ADV-tagged words in UD
Latin treebanks.

Common ending Number of
unique lemmas

Distribution of parts
of speech of base

-e 315 236 ADJ, 79 VERB
-ter 234 173 ADJ, 61 VERB
-o 75 35 VERB, 30 ADJ, 10 NOUN
-im 36 22 VERB, 11 NOUN, 3 ADJ
-itus 8 4 NOUN, 4 ADJ

Table 6. Presence of the different adverbial formations seen in Table 5 in UD Latin
treebanks.

bial form, e. g. AEQUALIS alongside of AEQUALITER for the form aequaliter in Perseus, so
we are actually dealing with an even lower number of effective lexemes. This shows
oscillations in the manual annotation and/or conversion processes from other for-
mats, which incidentally testifies how these adverbial forms are spontaneously felt
part of an adjectival, verbal or nominal paradigm. In fact, all these formations look
productive from the data at our disposal. In particular, we have rough distributions
for these formations as shown in Table 6.54 No such formation is isolated, and each
appears at every diachronic stage of Latin. Moreover, the data are not exhaustive,
since we can find still more formations of the same kind in dictionaries, e. g. RADICITUS

54We group them under common endings, refraining here from identifying the exact form of the suffixes
operating on the bases.
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from radix ‘root’ or FRUSTATIM from frustum ‘piece’ (see Lewis and Short 1879, s. vv.),
showing their vitality. The distribution of the different formation strategies among
parts of speech deserves further study, but it probably comes to no surprise that the
most attested ones involve adjectival and verbal bases,55 and that the latter invariably
pass through adjectival verb forms (“participles”, marked in UD as VerbForm=Part).
Examples are FESTINANTER from the imperfective festinans (so paraphrasable as ‘by has-
tening’), or DISTINCTIM from the perfective distinctum (so paraphrasable as ‘by having
been separated (each from the other)’). At the same time, nominal bases are rarer
and more limited in their strategies of adverbial transposition. This is in accordance
with the fact that (adnominal) modifiers are more easily transposed into metapred-
ications than non-relational word classes such as nouns, as discussed in Section 4.4.
It is also interesting to notice that a specialised lexical resource like Word Formation
Latin (Litta and Passarotti, 2019) does not include the first two cases of Table 6, but
instead includes words falling under the last three: the latter are not seen as part of
paradigmatic inflections, while the former are. However, this choice seems dictated
by an arbitrary cut based on frequency in the data, and is at odds, among others, with
lexicographic conventions (see e. g.Gaffiot, 2016; Lewis and Short, 1879, s. v. absurde).

Some problems of contextual annotation (cf. §4.1) also arise from the data. One
example, among the formations shown in Table 6, is the ending -o: this is actually
the regular nominal ending for the singular ablative/dative masculine/neuter, and
lemmas like those shown in Table 5 do not make exception. It is all the more strik-
ing, then, that Word Formation Latin singles them out as derived forms (through
“conversion”), while their interpretation as ablatives of neuter forms is straightfor-
ward: primo ‘as first (thing)’, immerito ‘(this) not having been deserved’56, numero
‘with number(s), i. e. precisely’. Then, there are also elements which should be better
analysed as consisting of more than one word, such as SAEPENUMERO ‘oftentimes’ (<
ADV saepe + NOUN numero) or SUPERFICIETENUS ‘up to the surface’ (< NOUN superficie +
ADP tenus). This however opens up issues which are amply debated among linguists
and in the UD community, and are too complex to be tackled here.57 What we rather
want to point out is that the complex of similar “adverbialising” annotation choices
brings about an unwarranted proliferation of adverbial lemmas and the fragmenta-
tion of lexemes. Forms like primo co-occur with primum and primitus, and distinctim
with distincte. There might be reasons to distinguish some of them by means of extra
morphological features (for example, the -im formations seem to express a distribu-
tional meaning, possibly marked as NumType=Dist), but, from a paradigmatic point

55Some are also used for the corresponding synsemantic classes, such as QUALITER < DET qualis ‘of what
sort’, ISTIM ‘thither’ < DET iste ‘this’.

56A so-called absolute construction; see fn. 52.
57As starting references, we can point to Haspelmath, 2017 and Lehmann, 2020, which incidentally con-

siders many Latin examples.
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of view, they all just correspond to the respective bases PRIMUS and DISTINGUO. A sim-
ilar focused reduction (here, from 5 to 2 lemmas) would greatly decrease the actual
number of 1285 unique lemmas, and this would improve both the representation of
the lexicon and linguistic inquiries performed on the data, as discussed in Section 4.4.

Going beyond lemmas of ADVs with autosemantic bases, we can detect similar
trends among the remaining 367 unique lemmas. Apart from compounds and obvi-
ous errors, many (238, the 18.52%) can actually be considered dubious annotations for
forms better interpreted as pronominal ones, especially of the relative kind (e. g. UBI
‘where’; cf. §5.1.4), as conjunctions (e. g. SCONJNISI ‘if not’, CCONJ ET ‘and/too’; cf. §5.1.2
and §5.1.3), numerals (mostlymultiplicative forms, e. g. SEPTIENS ‘seven times’< septem
‘seven’), determiners (e. g. MULTO<multus ‘many,much’), adpositions (e. g. AB ‘from’),
or interjections (UAE ‘alas!’). Cursorily, it is interesting to observe that classes such as
DET and PRON, synsemantic counterparts of ADJ and NOUN, seem to prefer inflectional
strategies (especially accusative and ablative forms) instead of assuming specific ad-
verbial forms (as represented by the -e and -ter endings in Table 5): this distinction
gets lost with contextual annotation.

We are then left with a nucleus of 113 elements (8.79%). Among them, 51 rep-
resent the problematic class of “relators”, which in the treebanks typically alternate
between the classes ADP and ADV, and also SCONJ, according to context, butwhich prob-
ably could be better treated as nominals (see §5.1.5). Examples are FORIS ‘outside’
and POST ‘behind’. The remaining 72 (5.6%) elements, however, satisfy the condition
of metapredicating (see §4.2) and of not being synchronically derivable from some
base belonging to another part of speech. Of these, 26 show a clearly synsemantic na-
ture: in our framework (see §4.3), they would be annotated as PART, as they already
are in some treebanks: examples are the discoursive connective NAM or the emphatic
particle ECCE. The core of autosemantic “true adverbs” consists then of around 46 ele-
ments: among them, MOX ‘soon’, UIX ‘with difficulty’, CLAM ‘secretly’, PALAM ‘publicly’,
FERE ‘approximately’, SEMPER ‘always’, COMMINUS ‘at close quarters’. The unbalanced
ratio between autosemantic and synsemantic elements is in line with the one seen for
other part-of-speech dyads (cf. §3.2). The smaller size of the ADV class (46, or 97 in-
cluding relators), as opposed for example to the much larger ADJ class (3025 unique
lemmas across UD’s Latin treebanks) gives the impression of an “ancillary”word class:
a function (metapredication) for which Latin, or any other language, has developed
specific words, but which can usually be covered by other word classes, especially
those of modifiers, deploying different strategies. This ancillarity might be one cause
of the general underdefiniteness of the adverb class in traditional grammars of Latin,
and in linguistics in general (cf. §1).

This in-depth look at Latin “adverbs” showcases phenomena which are present to
a greater or lesser extent in every language of the world, each according to its mor-
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phosyntactic characteristics. It also highlights widespread annotation approaches in
UD and beyond. Our aim is again to demonstrate how the annotation framework pre-
sented in this workmakes it possible to pursue typologically relevant inquiries, all the
while rationalising the representation of lexicon and of the transpositional processes
of the language. Many of the aspects touched upon in this Section will be discussed
more in detail in Section 5.

4.5. Dependency relations of adverbs

Finally, it remains to be seen which dependency relations are best suited to ad-
verbs and words acting with adverbial function. Given the split of core adverbs into
two parts of speech along the autosemantic/synsemantic dichotomy (see §4.3), we
might also envision to use a separate, specific dependency relation for members of
PART with syntactic adverbial function, in the same spirit of distinguishing autose-
mantic amod and synsemantic det for autosemantic ADJ and synsemantic DET. On the
other hand, this step might not be truly necessary, as the autosemantic/synsemantic
dichotomy can be deduced just from the choice of part of speech (as it happens for
the dyad NOUN/PRON).

If such a difference is to be implemented, we argue that the relation aux comes in
handy here. The justification for this would be that synsemantic adverbs do not re-
ally specify attributes of a predication as defined in Section 4.2, as much as they con-
vey more grammatical/pragmatical nuances, similarly as to how verbal AUXs “lend”
Tense, Mood, Voice, etc. to a predication. Incidentally, we note that similar solutions
are already adopted by other annotation formalisms, such as PROIEL for Latin and other
ancient languages.58 Expanding the use of the aux dependency relation would also
have the desirable consequence of making it typologically more interesting to track
the morphosyntactic distribution of features inside a phrase, instead of keeping it re-
dundantly locked to a specific part of speech (AUX).

5. A new taxonomy of adverbs, and beyond

This section deals with the internal restructuring of the word class of adverbs
(ADV/PART), and especially with the repercussions that this has in relation to other
parts of speech, given that the whole linguistic system is interconnected. The pro-
posed new taxonomy is summarised in Tables 7 and 8. The former reinterprets UD’s
part-of-speech system (Table 2) in view of the definitions and proposals of Section 4,
and of the particular problems posed by some elements previously subsumed under
the class ADV; part of it has to be considered tentative. The latter synthesises how

58See the PROIEL annotation manual at http://dev.syntacticus.org/annotation-guide/, under the
Section “Auxiliary words”.
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Referents Process
predicators

Referent
predicators

Predication
predicators Relators

Autosemantic NOUN+PROPN VERB ADJ ADV REL? (ADV or PRON)
Synsemantic PRON AUX DET+NUM PART ADP/SCONJ+CCONJ

Table 7. Possible revised part-of-speech system of UD (cf. Table 2).

non-core elements currently labelled as ADV should be redistributed among parts of
speech, according to our framework.

We note that the proposals put forward in this Section can be seen as lying on a
“gradient” from minor to possibly more radical (§5.1.5) interventions on the UD sys-
tem of parts of speech, and/or readaptations of existing formalisms. While some of
these changes might be easily implemented and, to some extent, could be considered
to already exist in embryo among UD treebanks (such as ADJ taking the relation adv-
mod in German, or today being annotated as NOUN in English), others might admittedly
require more effort by the community, possibly involving a redefinition of annota-
tion practices which are currently seen as established. As discussed in Section 3, the
fundamental key point here is that if we do identify (morpho)syntactically different
groups under the same label of ADV as it is currently intended, then it is not tenable
to keep them together: in a way or the other, some action has to take place in order
to be internally coherent with UD’s base framework. At the very least, a distinction
between autosemantic and synsemantic elements inside the adverb class should be
acknowledged. So, while Sections 4.3–4.5 form the most defined core of our proposal,
and we think they should be seen as the cornerstone of a new, improved taxonomy of
adverbs, this last Section might look sketchy in comparison. However, we note that it
could hardly be any different, since, beyond a given point, many annotation choices
will ultimately depend on language-specific considerations, so that here we can just
hint to how the present framework can be followed down into all its ramifications,
thereby leaving further definitions to future studies.

5.1. Better annotation strategies for current ADVs

This Section goes more into the detail of some particular groups of words that can
be currently found in the ADV class, beyond the core adverbs as identified in Section 4.
The treatment of some seems straightforward, but themore one reaches towards other
“invariable” classes such as conjunctions and adpositions, the more notoriously diffi-
cult it seems to find a satisfying accommodation for some phenomena (cf. §5.1.4 and
§5.1.5).
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Curently
tagged as ADV

Revised
part of speech

Typical
features

Typical
relations

Typical
subrelations

English
examples

Core ADV advmod always

Synsemantic PART
aux

discourse
emph: focalisers
neg: negations very, also

Derived Same as base
(auto/synsemantic)

Same as base
(+ possible <PoS>Form=Adv)

advmod/aux
discourse as ADV/PART exactly, piecewise

thusly, thrice
Not an adverb Same as base Regularly as base obl/advcl vary tomorrow

Pronominal PRON
<PoS>Type=Loc|Tim

(Deixis) obl
lmod: spatial

tmod: temporal there

Prepositional REL?
(or ADV or PRON) <PoS>Type=Loc|Tim

obl/case
(or advmod)

lmod: spatial
tmod: temporal beyond

Table 8. Redistribution of current ADVs across UD’s parts of speech, as presented
throughout Sections 4 and 5.

5.1.1. Not adverbs

In keeping with UD’s tripartite distinction for non-core dependents advmod/obl/
advcl, according to a phrase’s head (de Marneffe et al., 2021, §2.3), some elements
customarily labelled as ADV should simply be annotated bymeans of the oblique (obl)
dependency relation. In other words, they do not belong to the ADV/PART class dyad,
but rather to nominal (NOUN/PRON and possibly ADJ/DET/NUM), or even verbal (VERB
and possibly ADJ/DET/NUM), classes.

Latin, having extensivemorphology, is rich in such examples (some seen in §4.4.2).
One of them is forte ‘by chance’: even if the base NOUN FORS ‘chance’ is deemed defec-
tive,59 it still remains a NOUN (cf.Wackernagel, 2009, L. I 49, p. 374, on sponte ‘of one’s
free will’). Despite this, some Latin treebanks (PROIEL and UDante) uniformly tag
this form as ADV.60 Analogously primo ‘at first’, from ADJ PRIMUS ‘first’, just a canonical
use of the ablative case for quality or degree of difference (cf. Greenough et al., 2014,
§398) in the sense of ‘as the first (thing)’ (also §4.4.2). We see similar occurrences
in the German series erstens ‘firstly’, zweitens ‘secondly’, drittens ‘thirdly’, etc. , all la-
belled as ADV in the German HDT treebank, but clearly related to ERST ‘first’, ZWEIT ‘sec-
ond’, DRITTE ‘third’ as their genitive forms. In general, annotation should refrain from
“adverbialising” nominal adjuncts (a case of contextual annotation; §4.1): they are

59That is, lacking expected forms of its paradigm; in the case of FORS, all but the singular nominative and
ablative cases are attested.

60Maybe influenced by lexical entries such as that in the Oxford Latin Dictionary (Glare, 2012, s. v.),
which however admits the impossibility to distinguish an autonomous adverb.
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already covered in UD by obliques.61 The difference between a case like forte and one
like raro (see §4.4.1) is identifiable in that the former still regularly acts as an argument
of the predicate, as we expect frommembers of the NOUN class, while the latter changes
its attribution from a nominal (generic, implicit) referent to the predicate, but is not
an argument itself. The interesting link (which gets lost with a redundant adverbial
annotation) is though that both instances share the same strategy, here the use of the
ablative case. The recognition that some of these forms can become “lexicalised” in
time, or represent conventionalised, crystallised, possibly non-compositional expres-
sions is part of a different, more lexicographical level of annotation, which does not
necessarily coincide with the morphosyntactic one.62 Another cause for reflection is
that similar “paradigm schisms” seem to be pursued only for non-core, oblique argu-
ments, highlighting one of the dichotomies at the base of UD.

Finally, we note that this category might also include nominals which almost ex-
clusively appear as oblique arguments: a typical case are temporal expressions like
English today, Latin cras ‘tomorrow’. While the former has a transparent etymology,
even if the second does not, they nonetheless both behave in the same way. This sub-
category shows similarities to that of pro-forms, as discussed in Section 5.1.4, but it
could be argued (actually contra 5.1.4) that these words display a semantic content
which goes beyond mere deixis.

5.1.2. Focalisers

A particular subclass of synsemantic adverbs, this time part of the core ADV/PART
dyad as defined in Section 4.3, are so-called focalisers or intensifiers, currently tied
to the subtyped relation advmod:emph (§3.1.1), which in the schema presented here
could possibly become aux:emph (cf. §4.5). They are peculiar in having a wider dis-
tribution than autosemantic adverbs, often including nominals in their scope. From
UD’s guidelines:

“While other adverbial modifiers usually modify verbs, adjectives or ad-
verbs, these emphasizers often modify noun phrases, including preposi-
tional phrases.”

From Table 3 and data in §3.2 we can see them appear with much higher frequencies
than other ADV-labelled elements, a Zipfian distribution typical of grammatical words:
so in German AUCH ‘also’; in Latin ETIAM ‘also’ (39.7% of its occurrences modifying a
non-copular nominal in IT-TB, the most among significantly frequent adverbs together
with solum ‘only’), SIC ‘so’, taliter ‘in such a way’, tantum ‘so much’. The last three

61Cf. Gamba and Zeman, 2023, p. 10 for an overview of other similar cases in need of harmonisation in
Latin treebanks. This has started taking place with release v2.13.

62But see Savary et al. (2015) for a project dealing with a similar topic, possibly to be integrated into UD
in the future (Savary et al., 2023).
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terms all are demonstrative elements (PronType=Dem), and the last two are in fact
derived from determiners DET TALIS ‘of that kind’ and DET TANTUS ‘that many/much’,
making their synsemantic nature explicit. We also note that, prior to UD v2.12, in
Latin Perseus ETIAM was grouped with CCONJs.63 In fact, co-ordinating conjunctions,
also unrestricted in distribution, do regularly function as focalisers, like Latin ET ‘and’
(7.6% of its occurrences in the IT-TB) or NEQUE ’and not’. This topic deserves further
studies, but herewe can just suggest that the identification of focalisers as synsemantic
adverbs (PART, aux:emph) can be justified in that, even though they do not directly
metapredicate (§4.2), the focus they supply to a noun phrase has a meaning only in
relation to the predicate itself (differently than, say, an ADJ): e. g. in

(16) et vix Ytali infelices lacrimis metiuntur
‘even the Italians in their woe can scarce measure with their tears’
– Latin UDante Epi-79

the et emphasises howYtali as nominal subjects (nsubj) perform the action. Focalisers
thus metapredicate indirectly through the argument of a predicate, and this way we
explain also the rarer, occasional adverbial modification of nouns by autosemantic or
pronominal adverbs (cf. Pinkster, 1972, §4.3.2f. for Latin).64 Negations as members
of PART, as mandated by the UD guidelines, also enter in this picture, in that they are
a form of focus by contrast of a given constituent.

5.1.3. Discourse and connecting elements

Some adverbs seem to metapredicate an entire sentence, i. e. they are somehow
“external” to the rest of a clause (“modal” or “evaluative” adverbs; for Latin see Ricca,
2010, §4; Pinkster, 1972, §6.2.1.1, speaks of “periphery”). Other elements are seen to
connect clauses (Kortmann, 1997; Rosén, 2010), but they move more freely than con-
junctions and independently of them, even if the two classes can be confused,65 or a
mixed, distinct category considered, like Konjunktionaladverbs in German for words
such as TROTZDEM ‘despite’ (Barz et al., 2009, §864).

The common theme to all these elements seems to be textual coherence, expressed
outside the argumental structure of a clause, and so the relation discourse might
possibly suit them better than advmod (or aux). The exact nature of these connec-
tives would be given by their adverbial subclass: ADV or another autosemantic basis

63As in Lewis and Short (1879), but not in Glare (2012). For the harmonisation in UD v2.12 see Gamba
and Zeman (2023).

64We note that UD is not directly concerned, with regard to annotation, with possibly systematic semantic
variations, as seen for example for EXACTLY veering towards an intensifier (§3).

65So, for Latin, in Lewis and Short (1879) the particle nam is listed as a conjunction, while other sources
such as Glare (2012) retain it a “particle” (an even less defined term than “adverb” in this context).
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for elements effectively steering the meaning of a sentence, e. g. Greek fysiká ‘natu-
rally; of course’, from ADJ FYSIKÓS ‘natural’, when not taken literally, as opposed to
the semantically completely bleached and non-derived Latin QUIDEM (Kroon, 2005;
already annotated as PART& discourse in some treebanks), which shows a clitic-like,
Wackernagelian behaviour in fixed second position, as many other similar elements
(Wackernagel, 1892; Spencer and Luís, 2012, §3.2.1). If these elements are effectively
distinguishable from conjunctions, or could possibly be annotated as such (by means
of cc) while retaining an adverbial part of speech, remains an open issue.

5.1.4. “Pronominal adverbs”

UD’s guidelines for ADVmake a peculiar distinction for “pronominal adverbs”, and
a special position is given them also in Zeman (2018, §3.4, Table 3.15). Since they are
defined as

“refer[ring] to circumstances in context, rather thannaming themdirectly”,
which reads as deixis (see Anderson et al., 2003, s. v.) (i. e. a function typically

associated to the class PRON and/or DET), there seem to be very good reasons for
not annotating them as ADV.66 Indeed, UD’s instructions are to analyse them as pro-
nouns/determiners under all respects (e. g. they take the feature PronType) apart from
part of speech and, consequently, dependency relation. There are actually many fac-
tors in favour of an analysis of such elements simply as pronouns (PRON):

1. a parallelism with the oblique arguments they substitute. This needs the ac-
knowledgment that there can be oblique pronouns (as there apparently are
oblique nouns, cf. §5.1.1), which give the impression of being “invariable” (as
recounted bymany traditional grammars) only if taken in isolation, but are pos-
sibly clearly part of paradigms, such as Latin hic ‘here’ descending from DET HIC
‘this (one)’ (declined for case, gender and number as hic, haec, hoc, huius,…);

2. as a consequence, this would eliminate purely morphology-based asymmetries
such as Latin QUIS ‘who’ (inflectable) tagged as PRON, but QUANDO ‘when’ (“unin-
flectable”, but clearly an old ablative form tied to QUI ‘what, which’, cf. de Vaan,
2008, s. v.) as ADV (both with PronType=Int or PronType=Rel), which becomes
strikingwhenone considers the fact that they both substitute for nominal phrases
in relative clauses;67

3. these elements appear in exactly the same contexts as adjuncts, sometimes even
accompanied by adpositions (case) as any member of NOUN;

66It seemed to be the case in Bulgarian for elements such as KĂDE ‘where’, KOGA ‘when’, KAK ‘what’, as
reported by Zeman (2018, p. 40), but they currently (v2.13) all appear tagged with ADV in UD.

67Consider for one example 37 in the discussion about “adverbial relativizers” in the context of
enhanced dependencies at https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/enhanced-syntax.html#
relative-clauses: given the same context, where and the episode act and should be annotated the same
way, i. e. as nominals with relation obl. This would be valid for all so-called “relative adverbs”.
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4. deixis, which is compatible with copular constructions as in

(17) I was there
– English EWT reviews-374000-0004

contrary to the behaviour of core adverbs;68
5. the possibility to have adnominal dependents like relative clauses (acl:relcl),

as in Greek

(18) ekeí ópou den eínai dynat́̄ı […]
‘there where […] is not possible’
– Greek GDT gdt-20020206-ep-sessions_174-14

6. their strong if not exclusive preference for co-ordination among themselves
(Pinkster, 1972, §7.3.1).

Under the same light, we can subsumeunder PRON also other elements traditionally
considered adverbs like Latin reciprocal invicem ‘one another’, or English yes and no,
substituting for whole phrases and clauses. In general, this perspective entails consid-
ering UD’s class PRONnot limited to personal pronouns and/or inflectable elements, but
including pro-forms in general (see Anderson et al., 2003, s. vv.Pro-Adverb and Pro-
Form), and possibly also taking into account other prepositional-like elements which
have always been problematic for a dependency analysis (see next Section). What is
common to all of them is that they realise arguments inside a predication instead of
metapredicating it.

5.1.5. Relators and adpositions

In many (at least Indo-European) languages, for some elements traditionally con-
sidered adverbs for their “signifying time or place”, an apparent oscillation between
fully autosemantic and adpositional (and thus synsemantic) behaviour is observed
(for Latin, see Ricca, 2010, §3.2.1, Pinkster, 1972, §9, and Pinkster, 1990, §5). An exam-
ple is Latin PROCUL ‘at a distance’, occurring both totally independently from nominal
elements, as in

(19) cum […] id frater […] procul animadvertisset
‘when the brother saw this from afar’
– Latin PROIEL 53360

or with its own arguments, sometimes introduced by “proper” prepositions, as in

68For example, in English EWT there are no elements besides pronominal or relator (see §5.1.5) ones like
HERE, THERE, HOW, OUT, WHERE etc. in a copular construction out of 287 occurrences of an ADV with a cop
dependent.
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(20) non est autem procul a uero quod […]
‘It is not, of course, far from true to say that […]’
– Latin IT-TB train-s20873

Similar behaviour is shown e. g. by ABOVE in English or MÉSA ‘inside’ in Greek, as op-
posed to non-independently appearing words such as English to.

While agreeing with Gerdes and Kahane (2016, §4.1) that a “fracture” in the an-
notation of these two allegedly different construction types is undesirable, and not
completely justified, it seems possible to argue that these kinds of elements, some-
times called relators, are still subordinated to their more autosemantic accompanying
terms (if any). On the contrary, it does not appear to be useful to treat them as heads
as proposed in Gerdes et al. (2018); Osborne and Gerdes (2019), or also Vincent and
Börjars (2020), or at least this appears to run counter to the primacy of content words
so fundamental in UD (de Marneffe et al., 2021, §2.2.1). Nonetheless, it is not easy to
find a solution to this vexata quaestio, but in the framework of this paper we can envi-
sion two, possibly controversial, solutions, besides living them in the class ADV as is
currently the case.

One could be to acknowledge these elements, too, as pro-forms specialised in par-
ticular spatio-temporal relations. Thus, they would be treated not too dissimilarly
from deictic elements like THERE (cf. 5.1.4), having in common a context-dependent,
so not totally autosemantic, meaning, andwould side with PRON. Under this light, this
category could be considered (contra §5.1.1) to contain also terms like Latin CRAS ‘to-
morrow’ or German GESTERN ‘yesterday’:69 these point neither to a specific day like
Monday, nor to a generic idea like day, but acquire meaning only in relation to the
time of utterance. In contrast to PROCUL or ABOVE, though, these words do not seem to
take their own arguments. In any case, they differ from a core adverb (ADV) like Latin
SAEPE ‘frequently’, which has a “fixed”, context-independent meaning (cf. Ricca, 2010,
§3.1.2). Therefore, in a phrase like the previous example procul a uero, a PRON PROCUL
can be assumed to depend on uero (from ADJ UERUS ‘true’), possibly with a case re-
lation, not so distant from pronouns acting as determiners (det); at the same time, it
would be perfectly fit for a pronoun to appear independently.

A second, more radical solution (that we actually favour) could start from the
identification of a spectrum of grammaticalisation between “adverbial” and “true”
prepositions, and could thus advocate the introduction of a new part of speech, say
REL, forming a dyad of relatorswith ADP. This class could even be considered to extend
to other connectives, i. e. to conjunctions CCONJ and SCONJ. A kind of unitary analysis

69Note that similar terms are often derived from semantically bleached noun phrases, such as Latin HODIE
‘today’ from hoc die ‘(on) this day’ (de Vaan, 2008, s. v.), exactly equivalent to the corresponding English
term.
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is already present in UD with the case/mark alternation for adpositions (ADP) intro-
ducing respectively noun phrases and clauses.

Admittedly, these phenomena are very complex and a complete treatment of them
lies outside of the scope of the present paper, so that the previous suggestions have to
be left as tentative and hopefully as a stimulus for further research.

6. Conclusions and perspectives

The topic touched upon in this paper is of vast scope: the definition of adverbs in
general, and the cases presented in §5 are each dealt with by a rich literature, branch-
ing out and intertwining with many other subjects in linguistics. This means that,
beyond setting the main points for an improved adverbial annotation schema in UD
and beyond (§3 and §4), the discussion in a work like the present one inevitably must
be concise when it comes to specific cases (as in §5). This notwithstanding, the au-
thor’s hope is that the need for “tidying up” a neglected, traditionally poorly defined
(§1) part of speech has been convincingly motivated and brought (maybe not for the
first time) to the attention of the community. Further, it can be asserted that theoret-
ical and practical problems raised by a more systematic treatment of UD’s ADV class
can have a positive impact in contributing to an ever more consistent and universal
annotation style, also beyond adverbs themselves.
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